MAYFAIR SHOW
HIT OF SEASON

Olga Saunders At
Mayfair Popular

OLGA SAUNDERS

What shapes up as the finest bit of entertainment of the current season and truly just about tops in a real variety program is being staged this week at downtown's popular Mayfair Cafe, located at the corner of Franklin and Lowell Streets.

Olga Saunders, one of the country's leading singers and formerly connected with the New York Follies, is headlining being assisted by the Dynamic Manny Diaz. Miss Saunders has been at the Mayfair for the past four weeks and from indications it seems as though the customers would only be satisfied if she were to move right into Lawrence for keeps. She has an extraordinary voice which is well trained and gives out with many of the well known semi-opera numbers along with requests on any of the present ditties.

Then there's "Green Grass Mason", a very clever musical comedy star who gives out with everything. Green comes here direct after playing 11 straight weeks on a New York circuit.

Dorita, the Brazilian Bombshell of the vibraphone, is dishing out music ala'carte.

Raye Miles, an exotic dancer, does her bit to make it a well rounded card and keeps the patrons interested thruout her performance.

Manny Diaz (as if any Mayfair show could go on without his great personality) is on tap at his old stand as M. C. Manny is really one of the most amazing artists in his chosen vocation. He can lull you to sleep with a lullaby, humor you with a comical number and dance into any particular phase of style at a moments' notice.